
ENGINEERS WORKBENCH
Model Nos.

 CWB1000 • CWB1500 • CWB2000

Thank you for purchasing this CLARKE Engineers Workbench. Please follow these Assembly instructions carefully.

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

GUARANTEE
This product is guaranteed against faults in manufacture for 12 months from purchase date. Please keep

your receipt as proof of purchase.

This guarantee is invalid if the product has been found to have been abused in any way, or not used for
the purpose for which it was intended, or to have been tampered with in any way.

Faulty goods should be returned to their place of purchase, no product can be returned to us without
prior permission. The reason for return must be clearly stated.

This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Workbench shown with optional single drawer fitted.

Three Drawer units are also available.

Two of these optional drawer units may be fitted  to  Model
CWB2000.    All Drawers are lockable

CWB1000 CWB1500 CWB2000
Dimensions (mm): 1000x650x880 1500x650x880 2000x650x880

Weight (kg): 51 65 87

Part No. 6500120 6500122 6500123



Unpack your workbench and check to ensure that no damage was suffered during transit. Should any damage
be apparent, you should contact your Clarke dealer immediately.
The kit comprises the workbench top, lower tray and four legs with 12xM10 bolts with nuts and flat washers.

ASSEMBLY
1. The workbench is best assembled with the use of an assistant.

2. Rest the workbench top on its rear edge, and at each of the rear mountings, attach a leg, with the foot pad downwards,
using two M10 bolts with each leg, ensuring a flat washer is used with the nut. Nip up the nuts - DO NOT  fully tighten.

Ensure the legs used for the rear mountings are those where the two lower holes are adjacent, and not offset,
see illustration below.

3. Attach the front legs in a similar manner using a single M10 Bolt with nut and flat washer. DO NOT fully tighten.

4. Position the lower tray between the legs, using an assistant, and bolt it to the legs, using M10 bolts with nuts and
flat washers. DO NOT fully tighten the nuts. NOTE The tray will only fit one way round, as illustrated below.

5. Finally, turn the workbench on to its feet and shake it vigourously to ensure it is completely stable and resting
on all four legs, then fully tighten all nuts.

If single drawers are purchased, they are simply slotted into place in the runners provided (not shown in the
illustration below). If 3-Drawer units are purchased, refer to the assembly instructions provided.

NOTE: A steel reinforced pad is provided on models 1500 and 2000, in order a vice may be attached (see illustration below)

PARTS & SERVICE CONTACTS
For Spare Parts and Service, please contact your nearest dealer,

or CLARKE International, on one of the following numbers.

PARTS & SERVICE TEL:  020 8988 7400
PARTS & SERVICE FAX:  020 8558 3622

or    e-mail as follows:
PARTS:   Parts@clarkeinternational.com

SERVICE:    Service@clarkeinternational.com

Clarke International, Hemnall Street, Epping, Essex CM16 4LG
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